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Project Objective
To identify and implement effective
strategies that will foster spiritual
growth at St. Michael’s Church, such
that all members of our community
will grow in love of God and neighbor.

Methodology: data driven, but Spirit led
• RenewalWorks – provides a framework, tools and guidance
• Uses methods of social science, empirical
• Survey collects data on the experience of our parishioners
and compares it to a larger national data set
• Also relied on the discernment and wisdom of the project
team
• All workshops began and ended with prayer and reflection,
all team members were encouraged to pray for the project

Methodology: spiritual growth paradigm

Methodology: best practice principles

The Leader’s Heart
Congregational leadership should
• Model discipleship
• Exhibit humility
• Focus on transformation
Leaders growing leaders

Get People Moving

The parish needs to be welcoming, but also a place
of nurturing challenge
• Make the goal of spiritual growth clear to all
• Make work toward the goal an expectation for everyone
• Make the leader the champion of that goal

Embed the Bible

Scripture needs to be used widely for guidance, comfort and challenge.
• Keep scripture at the core of preaching and teaching
• Take away excuses for not engaging with scripture
• Model ways for scripture to be foundational for the community
• The Book of Common Prayer too!

Create Ownership

Everyone needs to “walk their talk”
• Empower people to be the church
• Equip people to take on ministry
• Hold each other accountable

Pastor the Community

Announce the Good News through consequential acts of love and
justice
• Elevate expectations for all to participate in service
• Build bridges to the local community
• Make service a platform for reflecting on and sharing faith

Project Outline
• Survey sent out via email in the spring
• 62 responses (69% response rate)
• Project team of 10 community members
• Project leadership – Andy Brereton, Mark D’Agostino,
Loretta Francis
• A series of four, 2-hour workshops
• Two meetings with RenewalWorks representative
• A separate meeting of pastor and vestry

Key Findings: demographics & trends
• Older population (92%, 50+) with declining membership
& attendance (down 1/3)
• A very white population (93%)
• Pledges have remained constant (but for how long?)
• A higher percentage of newcomers (64%, 5 yrs or less)

Key Findings: spiritual growth

Key Findings: spiritual vitality
• Generally low level of commitment to core faith tenets
• Strong sense of complacency and/or low level of awareness
of the idea of spiritual growth
• Strong commitment to works of charity and social justice
• Positive feelings toward clergy

Key Findings: best practices
Our data report (Part 2) labeled some parts
of some of the best practice principles as
“opportunity areas” for development of our
parish renewal plan. However, the project
team sees these 5 principles as part of an
integrated whole, and recommends a plan
that will address all of them.

Implementation Plan
• Based on our consideration of the data, our understanding of the
needs of our community members, and our desire to respond more
fully to the call of Christian discipleship, the RenewalWorks Project
Team proposes an action plan for Saint Michael’s Church that focuses
on the following areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Articulating a Common Vision
Fostering Biblical Literacy
Strengthening the Culture of Prayer
Setting an Expectation of Service
Growing Leaders

1. Articulating a Common Vision
SMC will articulate a common Rule of Life in the community that
emphasizes all members taking individual responsibility for spiritual
growth through regular engagement with Scripture, prayer (including
liturgy and private practice), and active participation in service to the
parish and surrounding communities.
A working group will draft this statement, which will then be approved
by parish leadership, presented to the congregation, communicated
through multiple channels and presented to, and discussed with, all
new members.

2. Fostering Biblical Literacy
SMC will build awareness and understanding of the Bible in multiple venues.
In the short term:
• Begin all parish meetings with an opening prayer and/or a brief scripture
reading and reflection.
• Include scripture selections, a passage for meditation, or a prayer from the
BCP in the weekly Eblast
Over the longer term:
• Create (or find) a resource list of scripture readings for instruction,
inspiration, etc. that can be shared with the congregation.
• Offer a workshop series on understanding the Bible and biblical
interpretation, and then recruit participants to lead other scripture-based
workshops.

3. Strengthening the Culture of Prayer
SMC will create opportunities for parish members to learn about and
practice a vibrant prayer life.
In the short term:
• Build on the success of Compline service by exploring other possible
community prayer services. (perhaps seasonal, Lent, Advent, etc.)
• Create small prayer communities that focus on particular needs (e.g.
praying for the sick, etc.)
Over the longer term:
• Create opportunities where parishioners can learn about different
forms of prayer and meditation

4. Setting an Expectation of Service
SMC will create a strong culture of faith-based service, set goals for active
participation by all members of the congregation, and create opportunities for
reflection on the meaning of Christian service.
In the short term:
• Design an introductory workshop on understanding service – its connection to
Christian life and the many forms it can take; from meeting physical needs, to
offering prayer.
• Establish a working group to do outreach and build community partnerships for
ministry opportunities, and to reflect on service and its connection to faith life.
Over the longer term:
• Create multiple opportunities for people to reflect on, and share fellowship in,
service – e.g. retreats, journaling workshops, a parish service blog, etc.

5. Growing Leaders
SMC will build the leadership capacity of the parish by creating opportunities for
people to learn about, develop and exercise Christian leadership.
In the short term:
• Design an introductory workshop on the exercise of leadership as a ministry (i.e.
servant leadership)
• Begin to invite parish members to assume leadership roles in a multitude of
forms and venues.
• Create opportunities for experienced leaders to coach newer leaders (leaders
growing leaders).
Over the longer term:
• Create multiple opportunities for people to reflect on, and share fellowship in,
the service of leadership (this can happen in parallel with the larger project of
growing the service culture)

Let’s Get Started!
Parish leadership will begin implementation of this plan by,
• Forming a working group to write the Rule of Parish Life.
• Forming a working group to start work on the “short term” strategies
and begin planning for the longer term.
• Setting up procedures to monitor progress, assess outcomes and
report back to the congregation.
We’ll need help in order to accomplish these tasks. Please prayerfully
consider participating in one of the working groups as an exercise of
your own gift of ministry.

Thanks!
Many thanks to all who gave their time, energy and insights to the
RenewalWorks project.
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Michael Horvath
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Alison Martin
Missy Medina
Rebecca Riley

Prayer of Self-Dedication
Almighty and eternal God, so draw our hearts to you,
so guide our minds, so fill our imaginations, so control
our wills, that we may be wholly yours, utterly
dedicated unto you; and then use us, we pray, as you
will, and always to your glory and the welfare of your
people; through our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Amen.
- The Book of Common Prayer

